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Institutional theory rests on a rejection of reductionism. Instead of reducing higherorder phenomena to aggregates of behavior, institutional theory reverses this causal
imagery. It attributes the behavior of organizations and nation-states to contextual
factors, notably organizational fields, national institutional systems, or the emerging
global polity, Institutionalists, particularly within sociology, also emphasize specifically cultural mechanisms for these higher-order effects. This article develops the
methodological foundations for these claims. It surveys and elaborates research designs for documenting higher-order effects and for differentiating the cultural mechanisms of institutional influence. It also presents new strategies for assessing multiple
logics and the coherence of institutional orders, moving beyond adoption and diffusion studies to analyze the dynamic and contested processes of institutionalization
and institutional change.

A rejection of reductionism lies at the core of institutional theory. The behavior of
actors—whether individuals or other social entities—is attributed not to the characteristics or motives of that entity, but to its context or to higher-order factors. Thus,
individual action derives from scripts or schemas drawn from shared cultural systems.
Firm behavior and attributes are shaped by the organization of industries, fields, or
national polities. The policies of nation-states are reactions to a world polity rather
than to national-level factors such as economic development or political conflict.
Instead of reducing higher-order phenomena to aggregates of behavior, institutional
theories reverse this causal imagery.
This theoretical stance poses methodological challenges. Many standard research
designs in the social sciences trace their lineage to behaviorism and microeconomics.
Consequently, they embody a commitment to methodological individualism or actorcentered analyses. Institutional theory, however, requires research designs that link
levels of analysis. The first methodological challenge for institutionalists is to compare the explanatory power of factors at the same, or lower, level of analysis as the
entity in question with the explanatory power of external or higher-order factors.
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As our review of empirical research by self-identified institutionalists within organizational analysis and political sociology suggests, this challenge has been met with
considerable inventiveness and has generated results with impressive cumulative force.
Institutional theory, however, involves more than a claim about the relation of
entities at different levels of analysis. Particularly within sociology, institutional arguments frequently entail a distinctive model of action and set of mechanisms. In
contrast to the realism that informs much of social science, sociological institutionalism asserts that both individual actors and collectivities are “as much the embodiment of the prescriptions of the available cultural forms as they are the aggregation
of lower-level units and interests” (Meyer, Boli, and Thomas 1994:15). Recognizing actors as socially constructed, sociological institutionalism then interprets action
as shaped by available scripts or “the taken-for-granted . . . organizational forms and
practices” (DiMaggio 1988:4). This understanding of action contrasts with “new institutionalisms” within political science (nested within either rational choice theory or
political history) and economics, neither of which emphasize culture or cognition. Instead, both these approaches retain strategic or utility-maximizing models of action,
modified by the recognition that formal laws, shared understandings, and sunken
investments may constrain, channel, or lock-in that action (Powell and DiMaggio
1991:2–11; Scott 1995:34–52; Steinmo et al. 1992:2–10; Meyer and Jepperson 2000).
In some cases, these political and economic approaches may be empirically indistinguishable from sociological institutionalism, particularly insofar as utility-maximizing
rationality is understood as a cultural construction (Espeland 1998; Porter 1995). Yet
to date, less energy has been directed toward distinguishing among institutional mechanisms than in demonstrating associations across levels of analysis. As we elaborate
below, it is not at all easy to adjudicate between “institutions as constraints on action” and “institutions as culturally constitutive of actors.” Limitations of research
design are partially responsible, signaling a need to revisit some fundamental claims
of institutional theory.
In this article, we survey how theory has been translated into research practice,
and with what results. In the spirit of this school of thought, we proceed by level of
analysis, first considering the large body of work on the relation of world culture or
polity to national policies, then turning to research on the relation of organizational
fields to firms. Across these levels of analysis and substantive topics, institutionalist research designs must confront three core challenges: capturing the influence of
higher-order factors on lower-level entities, identifying specific institutional mechanisms, and assessing rather than assuming coherence. While the first of these challenges has been met with considerable success, the second has proven less tractable.
The research literature amply documents higher-order effects, but these effects cannot
be taken as conclusive evidence of the cultural or cognitive models of action that
figure prominently in programmatic statements of institutionalist theory (see Abell
1995). Meeting the third challenge—the analysis of coherence and heterogeneity—will
be critical for explaining institutional reproduction and change.
Whereas many standard research designs pit institutionalist models against variants
of economic or technological determinism, a stronger case for institutional theory
requires more direct investigation of how alternatives are culturally constituted, how
choices among alternatives are contested or justified, and the processes by which
the range of “thinkable” alternatives expands and contracts over time and across
settings. By appropriating institutional theory, historical and cultural analyses have
begun to produce new measurement strategies and research designs that effectively
address these issues. These research strategies point beyond studies of institutional
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adoption and diffusion toward analyses of the dynamic and contested processes of
institutionalization and de-institutionalization.
WORLD POLITY AND NATIONAL POLICY
While technically incorrect, the claim that no nation is an island captures the fundamental insight of the work of John W. Meyer and his many colleagues. Initially
formulated in studies of schooling, this claim stems from two observations. First,
enrollment rates and educational policies are unexpectedly uniform across both individual schools and nations. Second, cross-national studies find weak or no associations between these formal policies and the functional demands of national economic
development. The major substantive conclusion of these early studies was “that the
propositions specifying national structural characteristics that produce educational
expansion receive little empirical support” (Meyer et al. 1977:251).
These early findings have given rise to a research program that reflects the complex
character of the core theoretical contention:
Worldwide models define and legitimate agendas for local action, shaping the
structures and policies of nation-states and other national and local actors in virtually all of the domains of rationalized social life—business, politics, education,
medicine, science, even the family and religion. The institutionalization of world
models helps explain many puzzling features of contemporary national societies,
such as structural isomorphism in the face of enormous differences in resources
and traditions, ritualized and rather loosely coupled organizational efforts, and
elaborate structuration to serve purposes that are largely of exogenous origins.
(Meyer et al. 1997:145).
This contention suggests four topics for empirical research: the development of the
world polity or culture; the association of the world polity or culture with national
policies or structures (predicted to be significant); the association of the structures
and policies of nation-states with national economic or social characteristics (predicted to be not significant); and the extent of “de-coupling” between these national
structures or policies and the work that actually gets done by national governments.
The second and third topics, typically addressed together, have generated the majority of empirical findings. The development of the world polity or culture itself is
only recently emerging as a more prominent topic of inquiry; claims about the “decoupling” of national structures or policies and their implementation or consequences
have been largely untested until recently.
Addressing the associations among world developments, national characteristics,
and national policies, this research tradition has generated four standard designs to
document the effect of the world polity on national policy and structure (see Table 1).
The first may be characterized as an “imputed effects” strategy that accommodates
the troubling fact that most data available to political sociologists are collected at the
national level. Consequently, this strategy combines demonstrations of no association between national policies and national-level economic, political, or social factors
with the findings of parallel policy developments or convergence across nations (e.g.,
Meyer et al. 1977; see also Ramirez and Ventresca 1992:56; but see Campbell 2004;
Carruthers and Halliday forthcoming). The “imputed effects” strategy builds on a
claim about world history: as the world polity has become more elaborated, institutional effects should increase and the explanatory power of national characteristics
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Table 1. Measuring Effects of World Culture on Nation-States
1. Imputed Effects Strategies demonstrate the absence of associations between
national-level factors and the policies or structures of the nation-state, and the
presence of:
a. Decreasing variance among nation states or the convergence of nation-states
on a common, form or feature
b. Marked inflection at the same point in time in the adoption rates for a policy
or structural feature across different types of nation-states
c. Pattern of adoption consistent with a common source diffusion process
2. Global Events Effect Strategies demonstrate associations between global
developments and national policies or structures. Developments are measured by:
a. The number of international organizations existing or founded in a period
b. The promulgation of norms, conventions, or models by international
organizations
c. The number of nations that have already adopted a structural feature or policy
3. Global Linkage Effect Strategies demonstrate associations between linkage to
world culture and national policies. Linkage is measured by:
a. Membership in international organizations and/or number of memberships
b. Incorporation of global models or culture via ratification of international
conventions or prior adoption of policies or structures endorsed by global
culture
c. Location in world system
d. Ties to prior adopters
4. Period Specific Strategies demonstrate that the effects of global versus
nation-level factors shift across time periods.

should decrease. This argument is supported by findings that rates of adoption or
“entry into the world system” change over time. For example, the rate at which nations adopted transnational standards of educational data reporting was found to be
10–15 percent per decade until World War II, after which it jumped dramatically,
quickly exhausting the available cases (Meyer, Ramirez, and Soysal 1992). Therefore,
whereas the absence of a sharp upward inflection in national educational enrollments at the time of national independence was taken as evidence of the absence of
an effect of national polity characteristics (Meyer et al. 1977:252–53), the presence
of an inflection in the trendline across nations is taken as evidence of a world-level
institutional effect.
The power of this argument lies in the absence of association between national
characteristics and national policies. Its weakness stems from the absence of direct data on world-level factors and linkages. Subsequently, this research program
has sought to measure transnational factors and to document their association with
national policies or structures. These efforts have generated a second standard research design that correlates “global events,” such as the ratification of a major U.N.
treaty, and the adoption of policies by nation-states. History informs this design:
over the 20th century, and particularly after World War II, a developing transnational polity or world culture has become an increasingly legitimate source of moral
claims and cognitive models that influence the adoption of policies and structures by
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nation-states. The development of this world polity may be captured by the creation
of international bodies or monitoring agencies, the number or size of those bodies,
and the adoption by those bodies of resolutions and standards that articulate global
moral order (McNeely 1995; Strang 1990; Boli and Thomas 1997; Drori et al. 2003).
The strength of a peer community that exerts pressure for conformity or increases exposure to that order may also be captured by the number of states (overall or within
a subclass) that have adopted a policy or by the cumulative number of international
resolutions, ratifications, or treaties (Strang 1990; Jang 2000; Frank, Hironaka, and
Schofer 2000). This last strategy highlights the mimetic processes central to many
institutionalist accounts by focusing on the subsets of nations that serve as peers or
exemplars for a particular nation (Strang and Meyer 1994).
The core claim addressed by a “global events” design is that world-level events and
developments have national-level effects. International organizations embody legitimate models for nation-states and enforce or monitor compliance to global norms
(Jang 2000; Boli and Thomas 1997; Bartley 2003). Nations ratify international treaties
or conventions because conformity to a transnational standard is a source of legitimacy (Soysal 1994). This argument need not imply direct ties between nation-states
and the world polity; nations may simply monitor the world scene and discern shifts
in the consensus on “what a proper nation should look like.” However, international
conventions may take on a compulsory character when membership is required as a
prerequisite for access to transnational arenas or resources (McNeely 1995; Strang
and Chang 1993).
Many recent studies go beyond correlating world- and national-level events to measure the ties of specific nations to the world polity, with the expectation that nations
with such ties are more likely to conform to the model legitimated by the world polity.
One variant of this “global linkage” strategy uses membership in transnational organizations. Thus, McNeely (1995) finds that nations that belong to UNESCO were
more likely to have educational policies consistent with the UNESCO constitution.
Extending this strategy, Frank, Hironaka, and Schofer (2000) find that increasing
the number of memberships states hold in international environmental organizations
increases the likelihood that states will adopt environmental impact laws, create national parks, and otherwise conform to global models of a responsible, environmentregarding polity. A second variant measures the extent to which nation-states endorse
(e.g., by ratifying international conventions) or incorporate the norms of the developing world polity. The third variant of “global linkage” uses the structural location
of a nation within the world polity—core versus periphery, geographical proximity,
geopolitical or imperial connections—to capture a nation’s vulnerability or exposure
to transnational models and their need for external legitimacy (McNeely 1995; Meyer,
Ramirez, and Soysal 1992; Strang 1990). A final variant of this strategy focuses on
horizontal networks of connections of potential adopters to prior adopters, arguing
that trade and other relations among nations tie potential adopters into an emerging
global community (Guler, Guillen, and MacPherson 2002).
Conceptually, measuring direct ties across levels of analysis invokes metaphors of
exposure and infection. This imagery has been further refined through measures of
national polities that address the susceptibility of nations to world-level developments. One such strategy is pursued by Strang and Chang’s (1993) analysis of the
International Labor Organization (ILO), which specifies why nations conform to international conventions. Conventions “offer a script or model that actors can draw
upon to design policy”; they “provide reasons for action, an often neglected function of norms”; and they “symbolically move policies out of the realm of zero-sum,
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partisan politics and into the realm of fundamental, universally recognized rights”
(1993:242, 243). This study offers a theory of national susceptibility to world events:
“ILO ratification has a smaller impact when prior levels of welfare expenditure are
high, where leftist parties rule, and where centralized employer and labor federations
are formally incorporated into policymaking; its impact is larger where parties of the
right are in power” (1993:252). Although framed in terms of institutional diffusion
from world to national polities, the results underscore the need for closer attention
to interaction across levels of analysis and to the politics of institutional diffusion.
These concerns have inspired elegant studies that integrate multiple strategies for
capturing the effects of world-level processes on national polities. Analyzing decolonization between 1870 and 1987, Strang (1990) uses an event-history model to
incorporate global-level events (hegemony, economic expansion, a U.N. declaration),
ties to other nations and colonies (imperial diffusion, regional diffusion) as well as
the characteristics of both the metropolitan nations (naval capacity, metropolitan suffrage) and the political dependencies (population, trade, representative institutions,
settler majority, settler minority). Returning to the imagery of epidemiology, this
model captures the character of the infectious agent (world polity), exposure (ties
between dependencies and metropolitan nations or world polity), and the susceptibility of the dependencies themselves.
A final standard design for documenting world-polity effects taps the timedependent nature of institutional causation through “period-specific modeling strategies” that allow the effects of variables to vary over time. These strategies extend
general claims about institutionalization (Tolbert and Zucker 1983) to world polity
arguments about the rise of a global moral order after 1945. National-level factors
may determine nation-state structure and policy before the global order and its models of nationhood were fully institutionalized. However, the consolidation of a global
order after 1945 subjected nations to systematic global-level pressures that increasingly dominated national-level outcomes—and transformed the causal relations at
work in the nation-state. Thus, coefficients capturing global-level factors will become
significant and/or increase in magnitude over time, while coefficients for nationallevel factors will diminish in magnitude or become insignificant. 1
Taken as a whole, this research tradition impressively demonstrates the effect of
global events or linkages on the adoption of policies and institutional structures by
nation-states. The frequent absence of significant associations between policy outcomes and national-level factors provides a powerful corrective to long-dominant
forms of theorizing in political sociology and a persuasive argument that the explanation of national polities requires an “open systems” approach. Yet a hammer
designed specifically for one task may prove less than optimal as an all-purpose
tool. Standard research strategies are much more attuned to the covariance of factors than to the processes that underlie the production of institutional effects (Scott
1995:64–66), particularly the dynamics of “imitation and innovation” through which
transnational models are instantiated in national settings (but see Westney 1987;
Hironaka and Schofer 2002). Too often, evidence of higher-order effects is presumed
1 World polity research measures the time-dependent effects of global and national-level factors either
by constructing variables that interact factors with time periods (Meyer, Ramirez, and Soysal 1992) or
by fitting multiple models to the data (Strang 1990; Jang 2000). The multiple model variant determines
whether or not effects of key factors vary over time in two steps. First, it divides history into periods that
reflect the absence and emergence of a global regime or moral order. It then fits separate regression or
event-history models of national-level outcomes for each period (for a broadly similar strategy for treating
periodicity and period-contingent effects, see Isaac and Griffin 1989).
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to document the influence of a specifically cultural institutional mechanism. Culture,
cognition, and legitimation figure prominently in theoretical discussion, but political
structures are often used to indicate the degree of incorporation of world culture. To
the extent that “logics of appropriateness” distinguish sociological institutionalism
from other “institutionalisms,” more powerful demonstration of institutional effects
requires measurement strategies that adjudicate among institutional mechanisms with
greater precision.
Surveying world polity research, one finds much less work on the construction
of world culture or the politics of establishing models/legitimating rules within the
world polity. When such questions are addressed, the appropriate research strategy
is less certain (e.g., Boli and Thomas 1997) and the insistently cultural language of
the “diffusion of a Western cultural myth” is modified by recognition of the role
of power and politics in transnational associational life (Meyer 1999; Meyer et al.
1997). A second set of questions, asked only recently, appears if one looks beyond the
moment of adoption of a “legitimate” policy or institutional structure to address the
consequences of adoption (Drori et al. 2003). This question is often truncated by
the invocation of “de-coupling,” but it is worth asking “what are the substantive implications of these institutional effects?” To the extent that standard research designs
fail to address questions of the consequences of institutional diffusion, they are left
open to the charge that institutional effects will be most pronounced in situations
that are, among other things, “of relatively little consequence” (Abell 1995:12). Fortunately, research on organizational fields has more directly addressed the implications
of institutional conformity for organizational survival.
INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL FIELDS
In fractal fashion, the pattern of research at the levels of world and national polities repeats in the literature on institutional processes within organizational fields.
Here again, researchers take higher-order “institutions” as the independent variable,
seeking to explain patterns of diffusion across organizations (or subnational political
units) and, in an important extension, the consequences of adoption for organizational survival. Many of the same research strategies are also used: an imputed effects
strategy that documents convergence across organizations; a field-level events strategy that explores associations between higher-level events such as the passage of a
law and organizational outcomes; and linkage strategies that address the ties of organizations to fields through professionals, corporate boards, or the interdependence
of suppliers and purchasers. But in this literature, researchers pay more attention
to linkage models, to the complexities of context and time, and to the effects of
institutionally driven adoption on organizational survival.
To document institutional effects in interorganizational fields, a handful of studies
have used an imputed effects strategy demonstrating both convergence across organizations over time (captured as a decrease in variation) and an absence of association
with organizational traits (e.g., Meyer et al. 1994). They measure structural features
of school (e.g., staffing), then calculate a coefficient of variation for each structural
feature across schools within each period, and observe decreases in structural variation over time. This design may also incorporate lagged measures of spending and
staffing in order to test arguments for path dependence that characterize institutionalist research in political history.
This research literature also draws on “field events” models to characterize the
normative orders within institutional fields. One common approach uses dummy
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variables to index periods before and after the passage of a law or new regulatory
policy (Edelman 1990, 1992; Mezias 1990; Sutton and Dobbin 1996), or less commonly, numbers of court cases over time to tap the crystallization of a particular
legal interpretation or compliance strategy (Kelly and Dobbin 1999). Also echoing
the world polity literature, a second approach uses the number or proportion of firms
that have already adopted a particular model or policy to capture the emergence or
crystallization of interorganizational fields (Fligstein 1991; Palmer et al. 1993; Rao
and Sivakumar 1999). This line of research more directly raises questions of “who is
visible to this organization?” or “who are this organization’s peers?”
These questions have driven methodological advances. Patterns of mutual orientation will generate subjectively defined fields through judgments of similarity (who
are my competitors? my equivalents? see Lant and Baum 1995; Galaskiewicz and
Burt 1991; Fligstein 1990; Strang and Meyer 1994; Strang and Soule 1998) or
through judgments of aspiration (who provides models for success? see Haveman
1993; Sahlin-Andersson 1996). The decision to examine institutional effects within a
single industry, among Fortune 500 firms or across major firms in Minneapolis, rests
on researchers’ judgments concerning the categories of relevance for those organizations included in the analysis. In the absence of direct evidence of how organizations
construct reference groups or monitor other organizations, analysts initially defined
fields broadly by industry type, organizational population, or geographical proximity. More recently, however, researchers have addressed the effects of prior adoption
within social, cultural, or administrative categories constituted by participants themselves, arguing that diffusion and other institutional effects operate most powerfully
within these membership or peer subcategories (for a parallel in world polity research, see Strang 1990). In her study of divestment of South Africa-related stocks
by colleges and universities—which identify themselves as research universities or
liberal arts colleges, as more or less highly ranked, and so on—Soule (forthcoming,
emphasis added) finds “that organizations monitor what other, similar organizations
are doing and follow suit in an effort to ensure their own legitimacy.” The effects of
prior adoption occur most strongly within peer subgroups, or what Washington and
Ventresca (2004) term “field segments” (also Soule and Zylan 1997).
To be sure, constructing more direct measures of monitoring and evaluation would
substantially strengthen institutionalists’ claims about these mechanisms and effects:
including such measures should weaken or wipe out the effects of peer or membership
categories. But although measures of monitoring are rare, institutional research on
organizational fields is notable for elaborating how organizations are linked to fields.
It has developed new strategies for using contextual analysis that attend to both the
multi-level structure of fields and to the roles of time or contingency. And along with
increasingly refined characterizations of the structure and history of fields, researchers
have been pushed by a lively—sometimes heated—engagement with population ecology to look beyond adoption to the effects of conformity to a legitimated model on
organizational survival and behavior. To the extent that multi-level dynamics, history,
and ecological processes create more or less coherence within organizational fields,
they also shape the trajectories for future patterns of change.
Measuring the Linkage of Organizations to Fields
The measurement of linkages between organizations and fields entails diverse claims
about the mechanisms that produce institutional effects. This variety is documented
by Table 2. Here again, the logic is one of exposure or influence and is compatible
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Table 2. Measuring Linkages Between Institutional Fields and Organizations
1. Direct Ties to Field Level Bodies
a. Membership in a field level organization (e.g., a personnel association)
b. Resource dependence on field-level organizations (e.g., federal contracting,
proportion of stock owned by institutional investors)
c. Business relation with member of a policy faction in a rule-making body
2. Certification, Accreditation, or Legitimation by Institutional Authority
a. Certification (e.g., listing in referral directory; registration; licensing)
b. Number of direct ties with legitimated institutions (e.g., church; state agency
responsible for inspection)
c. Cumulative number of certifications by institutional authorities
3. Connections to, or Conduits for, Institutional Models
a. Density of interlock ties to peers and adopting peers
b. Personnel as carriers or advocates of institutionalized models (e.g., retention of
a labor lawyer, CEO background or elite graduate school degree, managerial
turnover)
c. Structural location for institutionalized model (e.g., personnel department)
4. Proximity, Visibility, or Vulnerability to Institutional Pressure
a. Centrality within field (e.g., public, private, or nonprofit status) or location
within a particular regulatory regime (e.g., by industry or state)
b. Visibility within field (e.g., organizational size, number of financial analysts
observing firm, centrality or size of board) or legitimacy to external observers
(e.g., nonprofit status, size or composition of board of directors)
c. Vulnerability (e.g., dependence on financial or nonfinancial institutions,
performance problems or variability, target of social movement activity)

with coercive, normative, and mimetic interpretations of institutional effects. The first
variant measures direct linkages to field-level associations or regulatory bodies, paralleling the measures of membership in the world polity literature. Thus firms that
belong to personnel associations are predicted to be more likely to adopt certain
personnel policies (Dobbin et al. 1994); firms with federal contracts should be more
likely than firms without such contracts to resemble public agencies and incorporate the normative “elements of the public legal order” (Edelman 1990:1428, 1992);
firms whose stock is held by institutional investors or public pension funds may be
more likely to adopt policies recognizing shareholder rights (Davis and Thompson
1994; Rao and Sivakumar 1999); and those tied to accounting firms with public
positions on the inappropriateness of certain techniques will be less likely to adopt
them (Mezias 1990).
A second linkage strategy focuses on the accreditation or certification of organizations by state agencies or interorganizational entities. The institutional mechanism
captured by this measure involves external legitimacy; linkages or certificates confer legitimacy, guarantee quality, or identify the organization as exemplary in some
respect. For example, Singh, Tucker, and House (1986) find that listing in a community directory and formal registration as a charity decreased the odds of organizational death among voluntary social service agencies. Baum and Oliver (1992)
construct a measure of “relational density” between day care providers and their
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institutional environment (both government and community) based on the number
of purchase-of-service and site-sharing agreements. Examining “certification contests”
in the early U.S. automobile industry, Rao (1994) found that the cumulative number of victories in sponsored races was associated with organizational survival in an
industry where two attempts to form trade associations had failed.
A third linkage strategy draws on political economy, using corporate interlocks
among firms to measure connectivity between prior adopters and organizations still
at risk. Connections also capture the flow of information and the coercive aspects
of interorganizational dependence. Palmer et al. (1993) include both direct and indirect interlocks, finding that indirect ties to multi-divisional firms increased the odds
of adopting that form (see also Galaskiewicz and Wasserman 1989; for a critical
argument, see Galaskiewicz and Burt 1991). Examining only direct interlocks, Rao
(1998) found significant effects on the adoption of investor relations departments by
Fortune 500 firms.
Related studies of connectivity within fields highlight the role of particular types of
actors as carriers of, or advocates for, organizational models. These measures invoke
a mechanism that combines socialization with transmission: personnel professionals
promote models of employee relations that differ from the models promoted by labor
lawyers (Dobbin et al. 1994; Edelman 1990; Sutton and Dobbin 1996). The role of
CEOs as carriers of organizational models has also been explored: a background
in sales, finance, or production is associated with the adoption of new forms or
policies (Fligstein 1991; Palmer et al. 1993), the presence of a CEO trained at a
top business school predicts the adoption of new practices endorsed by managerial
elites (Palmer et al. 1993), and management turnover indicates the inward flow of
new models (Mezias 1990). Contracting with consultants is likewise a conduit for
the flow of new models; ties to benefits or human relations consulting firms increase the likelihood that employers will adopt child care policies and centers (Kelly
2003). Recognizing an intermediate state of internalization, research also finds that
that adoption is associated with the presence of specialized subunits (e.g., personnel
departments, benefits offices, or social movement chapters) that provide a strategic
platform for intra-organizational politics (see Edelman 1990; Lounsbury 2001; Kelly
2003).
The fourth line of elaboration concerns not simply the links of organizations to
fields but also susceptibility or the likelihood that organizations will be influenced
by these ties. In the case of laws or formal regulations, both Edelman (1990) and
Dobbin et al. (1988) have argued that public agencies will be subjected to the strongest
normative expectations of conformity to law, then nonprofit agencies, then private
firms. Variations in vulnerability may also stem from the economic condition of
the firm, either its dependence on financial and nonfinancial institutions (Palmer
et al. 1993), performance variability (Rao and Sivakumar 1999), or top management
turnover (Raeburn 2004). They can stem, as well, from political and legal conditions,
including the presence within firms of groups with leverage to demand or exploit
particular policies (Kelly 2003), and whether an employer was already a target of
a lawsuit (Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999). Finally, attributes of organizations
may make them more visible to other actors in the field, presumably increasing the
possibility that they will be subject to external pressure for conformity to established
models of organization. Organizational size (Edelman 1992; Dobbin et al. 1988),
the extent of oversight by financial analysts (Rao and Sivakumar 1999), and the
centrality of a firm in the network of corporate directors (Davis and Greve 1997) all
capture this sense of visibility to sources of pressure for institutional conformity.
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In developing more refined measures of the linkage of fields and organizations,
these analyses cumulate to confirm one of the fundamental expectations of institutional theory: “organizational fields provide a context in which individual efforts
to deal rationally with uncertainty and constraint often lead, in the aggregate, to
homogeneity in structure, culture and output” (DiMaggio and Powell 1983:147). Yet
by directly modeling the interaction of external factors and organizational traits and
the configuration of multiple possible outcomes, recent studies establish that under
certain conditions, institutional factors may produce increases in heterogeneity, not
homogeneity, across organizations within a field. In a study of hospitals providing inpatient psychiatric care, for example, Schlesinger (1998) finds that increases
in institutional pressures (e.g., from regulation or professionalization) may amplify
differences across public, for-profit, and private nonprofit providers, rather than producing the increased homogeneity frequently predicted by institutional theory (see
also D’Aunno, Sutton, and Price 1991; Milstein, Hart, and York 2002; Schneiberg
2006; Baum forthcoming; Greenwood, Hinings, and Cooper forthcoming). To the
extent that these studies foreground the fragmented character of fields, competing
logics, or the availability of alternative templates, they foreshadow the importance of
heterogeneity for more dynamic analyses of institutions and change.
Extending Contextual Analysis I: Fields as Segmented or Multi-Level Structures
While important for developing particular measurement strategies, research on organizational fields is also noteworthy for two additional designs that link levels of
analysis to capture institutional effects. Both designs elaborate the core contextual
insights of institutional analysis, albeit in different ways. Moreover, both approaches
combine the attention to historical processes and complexity demanded by historians
with the systematic analyses and rigor demanded by organizational researchers.
The first approach treats higher-order institutions as complex phenomena, and uses
that conception to revise institutional arguments about susceptibility, infectiousness,
and diffusion. Here, researchers emphasize the segmented or multi-level character of
fields: they reject the notion that models, templates, and forms diffuse or have effects uniformly across organizational fields, arguing instead that fields and models
emerge and diffuse in an uneven, lumpy fashion. They then use heterogeneous diffusion models developed by Strang and his colleagues (Strang and Tuma 1993; Strang
and Soule 1998) to trace how complexly structured fields subject organizations to
differentiated and multiple effects.
Relatively novel, this approach has substantial flexibility and potential for shedding new light on institutional fields and their effects. Davis and Greve (1997), for
example, address the segmented character of the changing field of corporate governance in their analysis of poison pills and golden parachutes in the 1980s. In their
study, field-level changes and the rise of new communities of practice indexed by
legal measures and prior adoption had differential effects across firms: new practices and standards crystallized and diffused among socially proximate subgroups of
firms linked by interlocking directorates or geographical propinquity. Prior adoption had the greatest impact when adopters were centrally located in networks and
thus well placed to publicize forms, legitimate their practices, and otherwise establish themselves as infectious community referents. And the effects of these emerging
communities were most pronounced where dispersed ownership and a high proportion of outside directors rendered potential adopters susceptible to institutional pressures. Such work is noteworthy, both for documenting how the structure of a field
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structure modulates or channels institutional dynamics, and for capturing this complexity addressing differentiated institutional processes in a single modeling framework (see also Greve 1995).
In contrast, Schneiberg and Soule’s (2005) study of insurance regulation highlights
the multi-level character of fields, tracing how field dynamics emerge and shape organizations, here the American states, at multiple levels. Combining historical analysis with heterogeneous diffusion models, this study shows how adopting regulation
to settle intra-state conflicts and legitimacy crises evoked both an interstate system
of contention, emulation, and differentiation, and a sequence of national, field-wide
conflicts and institutional events. Four states proved influential for other states. By
legislative investigations and example, these early adopters put two models of regulation into play, sparking the rise of two distinct communities of regulatory practice.
At the same time, companies fought regulation in the federal courts, nationalizing
controversy and conflict, and evoking three field-level developments increased the
likelihood of states enacting regulation. The Supreme Court theorized regulation as
“in the public interest,” upholding states’ rights to regulate. Insurance regulators’
national associations endorsed regulation and produced a model law. Companies
created a field-wide Actuarial Bureau to help states rationalize and enforce regulatory norms. As a result, states confronted a multi-tiered field that subjected them to
institutional pressures at multiple levels (see also Schneiberg and Bartley 2001; Soule
and Zylan 1997; Soule forthcoming). In fact, thinking about fields as federated or
multi-community systems should lead naturally to analyzing how fields can subject
organizations to multiple, competing, and even contradictory logics, creating another
avenue for understanding institutional diversity and change.
Extending Contextual Analysis II: Time and Institutional Contingency
The second design for linking levels of analysis to capture institutional effects employs
modeling strategies with time-dependent effects (e.g., Mezias 1990; Fligstein 1991).
In using this design, research on organizational fields refracts global polity research,
but extends the implementation in two significant ways (see especially Edelman 1992;
Sutton and Dobbin 1996). First, research on fields abandons both the dichotomous
“absence-presence” or “early-late” view of institutionalization and the assumption
that the evolution of fields involves a single, overriding model, myth, or logic. Instead, institutional history is conceptualized as a sequence of periods characterized
by distinct legal-moral orders or qualitative shifts in logics or regulatory regimes.
This strategy permits investigation of how fields shape organization-level processes
and outcomes in different time periods under different institutional or regulatory
regimes. Second, drawing on event-history methods, researchers fit separate models of organizational structure or behavior for each time period, either directly or
within single exponential piecewise models. Piecewise techniques allow simultaneous
analysis of “period effects” (changes in the base rates of organizational processes
due to shifts in institutional regimes) and “interaction effects” (changes in the effects of lower, organizational-level factors resulting from new legal-moral order or
enforcement regimes).
Together, these advances address the core claim that institutions mediate organizations’ responses to economic or political problems, whether by shaping how actors
construct problems or interests, providing repertoires of solutions, or determining the
efficacy of action and organization (Powell 1991; Fligstein 2001). They also provide
a powerful means for documenting higher-order institutional effects: as institutional
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logics shift, organizations will respond differently to immediate pressures, producing
different patterns of effects between lower-order, organizational-level factors and outcomes. Thornton’s (2001; Thornton and Ocasio 1999) studies of the higher education
publishing industry exemplify this approach. They find the shift from an editorial
logic grounded in prestige and personal ties to a business-based market logic in the
mid-1970s radically altered not just the power dynamics of CEO succession within
firms, but also whether and how firms altered strategy and structure in response
to organizational and market forces. For example, when an editorial logic prevailed
within the industry, resource competition had little or no effect on executive succession, firms’ merger activity, or the adoption of the M-form structures. But once the
market logic emerged, publishing was recast as a business. Firms shifted attention
to profits and cash flow, and increased market competition came to have powerful,
positive effects on all three organizational outcomes.
Similarly, Dobbin and Dowd (2000) find that antitrust enforcement drove the
railroad industry from a cooperative model of managing competition to a finance
business model, altering the relationship between mergers, economic conditions, and
market forces. The cooperative model eschewed mergers for cartels, prescribing mergers only for situations where a connecting railroad was failing and could be acquired
inexpensively. In contrast, the finance model prescribed friendly, bank-led mergers as
both a rational investment of firms’ profits and the ideal way to avoid ruinous price
wars as industries consolidated. As the finance model displaced its cooperative predecessor, firms responded differently to economic factors and market forces. When the
cooperative model prevailed, concentration and the profits of the acquiring firm had
no effects on mergers; only the (lowered) profits of the acquired prompted merger
behavior. But after antitrust was enforced and the finance model prevailed, this effect
disappeared, and both concentration and the profits of the acquiring railroads had a
positive effect on merger. (For other studies of institutional contingency, see Amenta
and Zylan 1991; Amenta, Carruthers, and Zylan 1992; Bartley and Schneiberg 2002;
Dowd 2004; Lounsbury 2005). Indeed, like research on organizational survival, these
analyses of institutional contingency challenge assumptions about the decoupling
of institutional effects from internal organizational dynamics, showing instead how
institutions penetrate the “technical core” to constitute rationality, problem-solving
behavior, and other fundamental economic processes within organizations. This focus
on contingency reflects a shift from the strongly mimetic and conforming organizations foregrounded in early institutional arguments (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Meyer,
Scott, and Deal 1983; DiMaggio and Powell 1983) toward a view of the relationship
between organizations and fields that is less rooted in sharp distinctions between
“institutional” and “technical” domains. Specifying the character of these relationships emerged as a central challenge of the debates between institutional research
and population ecology.
Population Ecology Intervenes
Interventions by ecologists and the emergence of a heated theory contest between
ecologists and institutionalists have also pushed researchers to reconsider relationships between fields and organizations, but have done so by addressing the consequences of adoption for organizations. Three developments merit particular notice:
the inclusion of organizational survival as a dependent variable, challenges to the
assumption that all extra-organizational factors are “institutional,” and refinements
in measuring legitimacy.
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A trace of this theory contest has been evident in the operationalization of institutional effects. In addition to examining the adoption of organizational structures
or policies (the primary dependent variable for the world polity literature), many
organizational studies seek to explain the survival of organizations. Research on the
adoption of employment practices by firms in response to changes in the legal environment exemplifies this new emphasis (e.g., Dobbin et al. 1994; Edelman 1990;
Sutton and Dobbin 1996). In these models, changes in the legal and political environments are said to generate shifting levels of uncertainty (thus the propensity to
adopt varies across periods); the presence of personnel or legal specialists constitutes
a linkage to a normative model of how to respond to uncertainty (increasing the
likelihood of adoption). Insofar as the adopted policies “buffer” the organization
from environmental demands or volatility, as Rao and Sivakumar (1999) argues in
the case of corporate investor relations departments, adoption may improve the odds
of survival.
Yet “buffering” and “de-coupling” are not the only reasons that institutional
ties may increase the odds of organizational survival; researchers have argued that
ties may directly bring resources (Baum and Oliver 1992) or encourage changes in
organizational strategy that reposition competing organizations with respect to the
distribution of resources (see Baum, this volume). If increases in organizational density “signal” favorable opportunities or legitimacy, increases in the number of organizations may also attract greater resources to a field (Minkoff 1994).
This recognition of survival as an institutional effect calls into question the distinction between “technical” and “institutional” that figured in early formulations
of institutional analysis. Such a distinction—despite theoretical criticism—endures in
the structure of analyses that compare the effects of organization-specific and institutional variables, or that contrast internal versus external factors, with institutional
mechanisms standing for the latter. But this distinction becomes difficult to sustain
when field-level factors alter whole ecologies of organizations and technical cores,
when institutional dynamics shape populations in both technical and institutional
sectors (e.g., Singh, Tucker, and Meinhard 1991; Dobbin and Dowd 1997), or when
institutional effects involve the acquisition and production of resources. Moreover,
once framed in these terms, the expected consequences of institutional isomorphism
in many ways complement those derived from resource dependence arguments, inviting analyses of the strategic and institutional dimensions of relationships between
organizations and fields that similarly challenge the technical/institutional distinction (Oliver 1991; Hoffman and Ventresca 2002).
The engagement with population ecology has also pushed institutionalists to link
measurement strategies more closely to theory, particularly the central concept of
legitimation. As we argue throughout this article, many institutional analyses discuss
culture and cognition in the theory section but actually measure political structures.
Even where great care is taken to refine measurements, many standard indicators are
open to competing interpretations. As Palmer et al. recognize (1993:125, 126), many
“institutional factors”—both normative and coercive—are open to political interpretations, generating ambiguity over the theoretical import of seemingly straightforward
multivariate analyses (see also Mizruchi and Fein 1999).
Both institutional analysis and population ecology reject reductionism, but for
population ecologists the critical contextual factors are not shared scripts, norms, or
regulatory regimes but rather the density of particular types of organizations. Emphasizing the “taken-for-grantedness” aspect of institutionalized beliefs, some population ecologists have held that legitimacy is fundamentally unobservable insofar
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as it is a state of mind, but may be “inferred from the effects of density on vital
rates” (Hannan et al. 1995:511). Institutionalists have countered that organizational
density may be understood, at least in good part, as a “proxy” for sociopolitical
processes such as endorsement or the formation of relationships to regulatory agencies (Baum and Powell 1995). If this is the case, the effects of organizational density
should be diminished by, or conditional on, the inclusion of better measures of the
sociopolitical or cultural mechanisms of legitimacy (Dobbin and Dowd 1997).
Many scholars have been actively working to construct better measures of legitimation (see Baum and Oliver 1992; Rao 1994; Singh et al. 1991). These studies infer
institutional effects from the direct relationship of legitimation measures to vital rates
and from changes in the effects of density measures on vital rates once legitimacy
measures are added to the models. For example, Ruef and Scott’s (1998) study of
hospitals takes an explicitly multidimensional approach to legitimacy, measuring how
seven health care associations certify hospitals for their managerial or technical competence. Both forms of legitimacy reduced hospital exits from the field, net of density
dependence. An alternative approach uses content analyses of media coverage of an
organizational form or policy—counts of articles, phrases, or references to forms or
policies—to measure legitimacy directly (Scott et al. 2000; Kelly and Dobbin 1999;
Ruef 2000; Baum and Powell 1995). Hybels and Ryan (1996) advance this strategy
by using both the sheer number of articles as an index of the taken-for-grantedness
of the form, and the preponderance of positive over negative mentions as a measure
of legitimacy as normative evaluation. Analyzing commercial biotechnology firms in
the United States, they find that founding rates are more strongly associated with legitimacy as positive evaluation than with legitimacy as counts of articles. Schneiberg
and Bartley (2001) likewise address legitimacy in a more direct and differentiated
fashion, using the onset of public hearings and debates about insurance associations
to tap cognitive crises of legitimacy, and legal bans or prohibitions to tap how political and institutional authorities evaluate those forms. Similarly, Sine and David
(2003) use counts over time of press articles, reports, and congressional hearings to
track the onset and pattern of controversy over regulation in the electrical utility
industry.
The Need for New Tools: Measuring Culture and Coherence
Through the use of new statistical methods and engagements with other theoretical
perspectives, institutional analyses of organizational fields have greatly refined strategies for characterizing fields, measuring linkages of organizations to fields, and analyzing their consequences. Further refinements, however, may require ranging more
widely. At least two measurement challenges remain: devising indicators of cognitive
or cultural elements that distinguish these factors from other institutional mechanisms and crafting indices of how extensively fields cohere around a single model or
set of exemplars.
Culture and cognition figure prominently in institutional theory, but empirical
studies have only begun to make use of powerful techniques developed in discourse
analysis and the sociology of culture. Better measures of meaning, monitoring, and legitimacy are needed to disentangle the multidimensional ties between context and actor as well as to adjudicate among regulatory, normative, and cognitive effects. Early
benefits of such borrowings are evident in work that directly addresses the theoretical
element that distinguishes sociological institutionalism from both other “new institutionalisms” and other sociological determinisms: the claim that actors and actions
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are culturally or cognitively constituted. Breaking with the standard repertoires of
institutionalist research, these insistently cultural accounts have borrowed freely from
the toolkits of comparative politics, interpretive analysis, and ethnographic research.
These improvements in measurement have theoretical implications, reinforcing the
new prominence of “heterogeneity” in analyses of institutional effects. Specifically, a
more fine-grained analysis of meanings leads to a greater appreciation of the multiple
models—or single models with divergent effects—that may be present within a given
field. Such appreciation of heterogeneity and the relative incoherence of fields is
crucial, we argue, for empirical explorations of institutional change. Greater precision
in the measurement of cultural or cognitive elements of institutional models combined
with sustained attention to variation in the coherence of fields provide a foundation
for moving beyond the analysis of institutional effects to an examination of processes
of institutional transformation.
CAPTURING CULTURE
At the levels of world polity and interorganizational fields, researchers have consistently faced the challenge of discriminating between models of action and institutional mechanisms as well as documenting associations across levels of analysis. But
although the claim for a distinctively cultural or cognitive model of action typically
figures prominently in programmatic theoretical statements, it has resisted incorporation in standard quantitative research designs. Instead, the case for action shaped
by taken-for-granted scripts and the quest for legitimacy under conditions of uncertainty has been built largely on evidence of some higher-order effect combined with
the absence of the associations predicted by economic or technological determinism.
Consequently, it is worth considering how those institutionalists most committed to
a cultural or cognitive account have structured their own research.
Frank Dobbin’s Forging Industrial Policy: The United States, Britain, and France
in the Railway Age (1994) exemplifies this approach. In three important respects, this
study diverges from core assumptions shared by much of the work discussed thus
far. First, whereas much institutionalist research presumes the restricted extent of
variation (DiMaggio and Powell 1983) or the steady decrease in difference over time
as nation-states conform to world polity norms, Dobbin addresses the persistence
of difference across industrial polities faced with a common technological challenge:
the construction and management of railroads. This design takes the first prong of
the imputed effects strategy (an absence of association in the face of a technological
determinism) but rather than demonstrating convergence despite differences, Dobbin
documents consistency within divergence. Britain’s solutions to railroad problems not
only differ from those adopted in France, but they differ consistently in ways that are
informed by a distinctive model of industrial governance patterned after each nation’s
institutions of political rule. Second, attending to the persistence of difference across
more than two cases, Dobbin addresses configurations of outcomes, breaking with the
dichotomous logic of most diffusion studies where the only outcomes are “adopted”
or “not adopted.” Finally, he approaches the task of documenting models, scripts,
and templates with the tools of a historian open to the diverse riches of archival
sources.
Actors rarely, if ever, remain silent as they make policy or build regulatory regimes.
They think, meet, argue, make claims, define options, conduct studies, tell stories,
and generate discursive output, including reports, interviews, minutes, and newspaper
commentaries. In producing this output, actors reveal how they perceive problems
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and make (or fail to make) connections among concepts, objects, and practices. They
also articulate models, fairness principles, and criteria for reasonableness or efficiency.
Given a world full of both archives and people engaging in discourse, the question
is precisely what all of this indicates about institutional processes.
A common measurement strategy has been to use actors’ discursive output as
topics for analysis, that is, as documentation of cognitive frames, principles, or institutional logics. These may involve extracting the most “typical” model from a
body of discourse (Dobbin 1994; Carruthers and Halliday forthcoming) searching
for events or arenas in which models or settlements are explicitly theorized and
codified (Berk 1994; Rao 1998; Schneiberg and Soule 2005; Morrill forthcoming);
reconstructing the repertoire of alternative models invoked in a particular setting
and over time (e.g., Clemens 1997; Haveman and Rao 1997; Scott et al. 2000; Armstrong 2002); documenting how policy debates get framed in terms of irreconcilable
positions (Hoffman and Ventresca 2002); or mapping associations between actors and
usages in a given discursive field (Mohr and Guerra-Pearson forthcoming; Stevens
2001). At least three challenges confront each of these measurement strategies, albeit
to different degrees. First, analysts must often extract models or infer meanings insofar as actors frequently reveal their frames, habits of mind, or assumptions only
indirectly, through patterns of emphasis, by using but not articulating principles and
classification schemes, or by leaving arguments unmade and alternatives unconsidered. Second, researchers must have some grounds for identifying what is “typical.”
Barley (1986) is exemplary in this regard, coding patterns of interaction in order to
extract the modal “scripts” invoked in different settings over time. Third, researchers
must consider to what extent actors “mean what they say” in the sense that discursive output does not flow directly from cognition. Public discourse, in particular,
may be shaped by strategic considerations or the anticipation of repression, making it
difficult to disentangle cognitive and regulatory or coercive institutional mechanisms.
This difficulty is particularly troubling given the second major use that researchers
have made of discursive materials. Researchers interested in institutions have also frequently used actors’ reports, assessments, and discursive output as resources for analysis, as first-hand descriptions or direct measurements of institutional arrangements,
pressures, and constraints. This strategy is not concerned with how participants’
commentaries reveal their principles of evaluation or how actors engage in explicit
theorization, but views participants as impartial on-the-scene observers. Most often,
this strategy relies on reports and data produced by public commissions, experts, government and nongovernmental agencies, rating services, industry associations, as well
as popular, academic, and trade presses and journals. Yet to take such documents as
evidence of “how it really was” is as troubling as interpreting them as accurate maps
of dominant cultural models. Descriptions of institutions are discursive constructions
that incorporate cultural models in their telling.
Fortunately, the entwinement of formal institutions and cultural models in the production of the official documents is not an insuperable obstacle. To locate the role of
culture and cognition in patterning social action, one must look for evidence that the
same set of taken-for-granted models informs discourse absent the coercive or instrumental constraints of formal institutions. In the case of 19th-century railroads, two
other studies qualify Dobbin’s strong claims for the role of industrial culture in limiting what problems are recognized and what solutions are thinkable. Berk (1994) uses
the case of the Chicago Great Western Railway to document that alternative models
of organization were indeed plausible, at least until a series of key court cases and
regulatory decisions destroyed their viability. Comparing U.S. and Prussian railroads,
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Dunlavy (1994) argues that the dominant industrial model shifted between the early
and late 19th century as the increasing scale of railroads mapped onto different levels of an internally heterogeneous governance system in the United States and as
the political alignments between king and parliament shifted in Prussia (see also
Dobbin and Dowd 2000). Both research designs underscore how the intersection of
formal institutions and industrial cultures shapes economic development, suggesting
how to disentangle the distinctive contributions of regulatory structures and cultural
models.
By incorporating comparisons between the center and periphery of an industry,
as well as over time and across nations, all the three railroad studies illustrate how
the sensibilities of social historians can enrich institutional analysis. Analytically, the
most important tactic involves documenting not only the core tendency of a body
of discourse (or extracting an ideal-type), but also attending to variation, conflict,
deviance, and debate. The power of such analyses stems from the use of conflicts or
rare events as lenses that reveal the cultural systems that structure everyday life (e.g.,
Beisel 1997; Carruthers and Babb 1996). Legitimacy is revealed most clearly in the
breach. The violation of norms or expectations generates noise, action, and documentary production, which vary systematically with the presence, absence, or level of
legitimacy. Actors complain, debates ensue, social control authorities issue warnings
or conduct investigations, and offenders frequently find themselves subject to public
criticism. The targets of such actions frequently then engage in counterorganization
and make counterarguments.
Conversely, once an organizational form, industrial norm, or political regime acquires legitimacy, equally visible things tend to occur: people stop fighting, debates
cease, and organizations wither. Thus institutionalists can adopt Zelizer’s (1979) approach and gauge legitimacy by tracing the emergence and resolution of debates
over an organizational form in the popular press, legislative records, trade journals,
or case law. In a parallel fashion, Schneiberg (1999) uses shifts in law and changes
in the level and terms of public criticism and debate to track the eruption and solution of legitimacy crises evoked by cooperative price-fixing schemes in the insurance
business. At the very least, institutionalists can use the presence, absence, onset, and
cessation of commentary and activity to develop simple categorical measures of legitimacy and to periodize the development of an organizational form or institutional
rule.
Close attention to discourse also suggests strategies for distinguishing among institutional mechanisms. Distinctive institutional processes can be isolated by constructing a “Scott by Scott” table (Figure 1), cross-cutting W. Richard Scott’s (1995:34–52)
discussion of three “pillars” of institutional analysis—regulative, normative, and
cognitive—with James Scott’s (1990:4) distinction between public and hidden transcripts. The latter distinction underscores important issues of evidence, specifically the
problems of interpreting public discourse and documents—“the public transcript”—
under conditions of domination where members of a subordinate group will typically disguise or dissimulate in public, leaving traces of their own beliefs or goals
only in less accessible “hidden transcripts” produced by “discourse that takes place
‘offstage,’ beyond direct observation by powerholders.” Generalizing from this distinction, one can argue that different institutional processes will leave distinctive
traces in public and backstage discourses (for an exemplar, see Eliasoph 1998). A
predominantly regulative institution, built on coercive mechanisms of law and control
of critical resources, should produce a public transcript characterized by conformity
and, as discourse becomes less accessible to public sanction, private transcripts full
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THE PILLARS OF INSTITUTIONALISM

Public Transcript

Private or Hidden
Transcript

Regulatory
Elaboration of rules
associated with elites
and formal state
agencies. Deviance is
punished, but not met
with purification rituals

Normative
Elaboration of rules
associated with elites,
formal state agencies,
religious practices, etc.
Deviance is punished,
but resembles violation
of taboo rather than
infraction of rules

Cognitive
Articulation but little
elaboration of rules
(diminishing over time
as they become more
"taken-for granted").
Deviance is met with
lack of comprehension

Private deviance from
public rules; e.g.,
oblique resistance,
political humor, private
texts such as diaries,
letters. Also evidence
of private instrumental
calculation, esp. to
"work the system";
alternatives are
"thinkable"

Elaboration of rules in
private settings such as
personal devotions,
diaries, letters.
Institutional beliefs
linked to other values.
Alternatives are
"unthinkable" and
dangerous

No articulation; takenfor-granted scripts
must be inferred from
silences in texts.
Alternatives, if
confronted, are treated
as irrational,
incomprehensible.

Figure 1. Evidentiary strategies for disaggregating institutional mechanisms.

of complaint, opposition, strategic dissimulation, or ridicule (e.g., Covaleski and
Dirsmith 1988).
When institutional effects are produced primarily through normative mechanisms,
however, one would expect to find elaboration of valued models in both the public
and hidden transcript. Measuring normative content is a tricky endeavor, but one
might well follow Douglas (1986) in considering the extent to which discussions of
standard practices in a particular field invoke core values of the broader society and
elaborate homologies or connections between those values and specific practices:
“To acquire legitimacy, every kind of institution needs a formula that founds its
rightness in reason and in nature . . . . For a convention to turn into a legitimate
social institution it needs a parallel cognitive convention to sustain it” (1986:45–
46). If “deep analogies” are successfully established, one would expect to find little
divergence between public and private transcripts; core values should be as easily
invoked in letters and diaries as in constitutional preambles. Furthermore, violation
of such normative rules should be met with reactions that differ from those that
deviance from regulatory or coercive regimes; issues of taboo, pollution, and sin
should overpower elements of damage, debt, and disorder (on the analysis of cultural
conflicts, see Beisel 1997; Skrentny 1996). Those who contest dominant norms will
be particularly careful not to invoke such sanctions as they seek to articulate and
embed an alternative normative regime.
Finally, to the extent that one adheres to a strong version of “taken-forgrantedness,” the documentation of institutional effects must rest largely on absences
of discussion and, therefore, on demonstrating the extensiveness of the discursive
sources subjected to analysis. If, however, cognitive or cultural institutional mechanisms are linked more closely to “mimetic” processes, one can often find ample
evidence of what models were considered by particular actors as well as justifications
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for why certain models were selected (e.g., Westney 1987). Organizational resolutions,
for example, often mention multiple alternative models for action. As one AFL delegate in the 1890s complained of a proposal to follow the lead of the British Trades
Union Congress: “This ‘whereas’ only points to a model, to a pattern, to something
which follows that we should imitate.” 2 Yet the insight behind the concept of mimetic
isomorphism is that, at least under conditions of uncertainty, it matters what models
or plans one has to follow.
The encounter of institutional theory with research strategies developed for cultural and historical analysis helps to resolve a persistent measurement issue in institutional analysis: the adjudication among “regulatory,” “normative,” and “cognitive”
institutional mechanisms. At least three distinct strategies are available for directly
tracking cultural—normative or cognitive—mechanisms, rather than relying on the
presence/absence of formal institutions as a proxy for the existence of shared, legitimated, or taken-for-granted understandings. As was illustrated with the construction
of a “Scott-by-Scott” table, the distinction between (relatively) public and (relatively)
private discourse reveals the divergent effects that should be expected from the operation of distinct institutional mechanisms. Different mechanisms may also be revealed
by tracing discourse over time and by making use of “breaches,” deviant events, or
conflicts that reveal the usually undiscussed boundaries of taken-for-granted understandings. The persistent emphasis in qualitative studies on alternatives and conflicts
suggests how quantitative analyses can incorporate greater attention to variation and,
thereby, avoid the conflation of regulatory and cultural mechanisms that follows from
using official documents as evidence of both formal legal arrangements and dominant
cultural models.
Strategies for adjudicating among institutional mechanisms are also critical for approaching questions of the coherence and transformation of institutional fields. To a
great extent, diffusion and adoption studies either begin with already-institutionalized
models, or assume a dominant model or logic (for a review, see Schneiberg and Soule
2005). In contrast, questions about change direct attention both to possibility that
multiple—and competing—models coexist within a field and to the processes by
which particular models or scripts gain legitimacy and acquire the capacity to structure action and to transform institutions (Clemens 1997:41–64, 1998). As suggested
by discourse analysis—the progression from elaboration to taken-for-grantedness to
renewed contestation—the study of coherence, incoherence, and change provides opportunities for understanding relations among institutional mechanisms and for exploring how the multiplex, fractured, or contradictory nature of fields is itself a
critical source of transformational pressures.
INSTITUTIONAL COHERENCE AND THE TRANSFORMATION
OF FIELDS
The growing recognition that fields are often populated by multiple and competing
models, logics, and organizational forms complicates the character of institutional
analysis and may force a broad reevaluation of the now canonical methodologies
for measuring institutional effects. Acknowledging heterogeneity challenges conventional images of causality and pushes institutional analysis away from strong forms of
2 American Federation of Labor, An Interesting Discussion on a Political Programme at the Denver
Convention of the American Federation of Labor (Washington, DC: American Federation of Labor, 1894),
p. 12.
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structural determinism to a much greater emphasis on agency, conflict, contingency,
and process. By recognizing variation and incoherence within fields and developing
strategies for their measurement, researchers acquire new tools for explaining institutional change.
Measuring Heterogeneity
Until recently, most analyses of institutional effects assumed homogeneity or convergence. Fields were conceptualized as organized around a dominant model or logic;
effects were modeled in the dichotomous terms of adoption or failure to adopt. By
contrast, efforts to measure heterogeneity typically follow DiMaggio’s study of art
museums (1991) and begin by using in-depth, qualitative-historical analyses of discourse, debate, and contestation to reconstruct the range of models employed within
a field (see Berk 1994; Scott et al. 2000; Greenwood, Hinings, and Cooper forthcoming). This strategy has helped researchers document how hybrid forms (Stark 1996;
Sabel and Zeitlin 1997; Haveman and Rao 1997) or contradictory models (Barley and
Kunda 1992) are sometimes institutionalized within fields. This strategy also underscores how actors at the peripheries or interstices of fields borrow, transpose, or recombine models from multiple fields to solve problems or challenge existing arrangements (Campbell 1997; Clemens 1993, 1997; Leblebici et al. 1991; Schneiberg 2002;
Morrill forthcoming; Edelman forthcoming). In an exemplary qualitative-comparative
study of neonatal intensive care units, Heimer (1999) documents how medical staff,
state actors, and parents strategically import legal and familial logics into a setting
dominated by medical institutions. Here, as in other studies, scholars employ indepth qualitative analyses of sites of sustained contestation—a strategy of careful
case selection and research—in order to map how challengers introduce and elaborate multiple, competing logics within fields (Carruthers and Babb 1996; D’Aunno,
Sutton and Price 1991; Orru, Hamilton, and Biggart 1991; Lounsbury, Ventresca,
and Hirsch 2003; Stryker 2000)
Qualitative-historical treatments of discourse have also prompted institutionalists
to use systematic content analysis to trace the emergence of alternative models within
a field. Exemplary in this regard is the work of Scott et al. (2000) that identifies the
key terms that distinguish particular health care logics (e.g., “managed care”), and
then uses the frequency with which they appear in medical journals to document
the rise and eventual dominance of an economistic-managerial logic over logics of
public provision and professional control. 3 Similarly, Barley and Kunda (1992) use
counts of articles in management journals to trace the emergence of new managerial
ideologies.
An alternative strategy for assessing heterogeneity focuses on organizational forms
rather than discourses to document multiple, competing institutional logics. One variant of this strategy uses over time counts of organizations that deviate from the dominant model and serve as sites or bearers of alternative models or logics. For example,
Ingram and Simons (2000) use workers’ cooperatives and kibbutzim to track the incursion of socialist cooperativism in the Israeli economy, and Schneiberg (2002) uses
3 Such research suggests other discourse-based strategies for capturing intra-field heterogeneity. These
might include: (1) developing diversity indices that compare the relative frequencies of terms associated
with different models within professional or trade journals; (2) measuring the convergence or divergence of
terms used in publications that reflect different actors or locations within institutional space; (3) measuring
the frequencies of terms denoting hybrid forms or combined logics; or (4) tracing the rise and relative
importance of new journals and publications themselves.
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mutuals, cooperatives, and public enterprises to trace how populists, progressives,
and other groups in the United States fought to establish a decentralized, regionally
based economy of farmers, independent producers, and self-governing market towns
as an alternative to the emerging corporate order.
A second variant of using organizational forms builds on the first by constructing
variance-based measures of diversity within fields (Scott 1994, 1995). Meyer et al.
(1994) employ coefficients of variation to index intra-field heterogeneity and its decline over time in U.S. public school systems. And in his study of the role of lawyers
in Silicon Valley, Suchman (1995) finds increasing and then decreasing homogeneity in business practices by constructing an index of idiosyncrasy that captures how
often law firms use nonstandard contract provisions. Such measures are particularly
suitable in cases where one organizational form has become the standard for the field
(and could arguably serve as the mean), and where researchers could make credible
quantitative assessments of organizational characteristics and their departure from
the norm. Alternatively, work that generates multiple demographies of organizational
form (e.g., Baum and Oliver 1992; Haveman and Rao 1997; Baum forthcoming)
suggests direct extensions of the common practice of measuring the proportion of
a field that adopts a model. Such an extension would involve: determining the different organizational forms present in a field; calculating the proportion of firms
within a field that adopt each form; and using these proportions to construct an
index of diversity, Herfindahl index, or similar measure of heterogeneity, or relative dominance. Sine, Haveman, and Tolbert (2005) exemplify this approach in their
study of the rise of an independent power sector in the United States. They use
counts of the founding of different organizational forms (e.g., wind power plant, solar cogenerator) to build a Blau index of heterogeneity, and then use that index to
assess how regulations, trade associations, and media coverage shaped organizational
diversity in that sector. In a similar vein, Schneiberg and Bartley (2001; Bartley and
Schneiberg 2002) built an index of diversity out of counts of domestic stock insurance
companies, mutual insurers, and foreign firms to examine whether heterogeneity in
this field fueled regulatory efforts to rationalize industry practices. Unlike variancebased measures or measures of idiosyncrasy, neither of these form-based indices
require assumptions about central tendency or the dominance of a particular model
within a field; both would thus be appropriate for new or unevenly institutionalized
fields.
Finally, researchers might tap heterogeneity by mapping systems of forms and
discourse, and the overall pattern of relations among organizations in fields and
discursive spaces. Subjecting jurisdictional claims to multidimensional scaling techniques, Mohr and Guerra-Pearson (forthcoming; Mohr 1998) document how welfare
organizations embodying different models and visions of social order either engage in
head-to-head competition for dominance, or produce an internally differentiated field
in which organizations dominate their particular corner of institutional space, while
ceding the rest of the field to other organizational forms. King, Clemens, and Fry
(2004) use correspondence analysis to track the crystallization of distinctive combinations of practices in the open field created by legislation permitting charter schools
and demanding innovation. Ruef (2000) develops a broadly similar approach, applying refinements in MDS to thousands of on-line texts to create multidimensional
maps of the evolving system of discourse in health care. Such maps, in turn, are used
to trace how different institutional logics alter the ways in which actors discursively
combine elements of organizational forms, and how shifts in the counts of discussion
and organizations across “identity spaces” in discursive systems create opportunities
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or carrying capacities for the emergence of new forms. While relatively novel, systemic
approaches hold great promise for analyzing heterogeneity within fields.
Institutional Effects
Introducing heterogeneity may also require reconsideration of established strategies
for measuring institutional effects, although little explicit work exists on this topic. At
the very least, the emergence of multiple models in a field should weaken institutional
effects, creating new opportunities for experimentation, contestation, and innovation.
Thus, future efforts to measure institutional effects might employ period-specific modeling strategies to observe how parameter estimates change as heterogeneity increases
and new logics emerge within a field. Alternatively, future research might shift from
modeling the rates of adoption of a single policy or form to strategies that model the
variance of structural outcomes (Sine, Havemen, and Tolbert 2005); organizational
strategies for mapping, deflecting, or exploiting institutional complexity (Alexander
1998); the rates at which organizations adopt hybrid, multiple, or deviant organizational forms; or the level of criticism, debate, and innovation within a field. Yet
perhaps the biggest challenge for institutionalists is to explain change, a task where
introducing heterogeneity may produce its most significant analytical payoff.
Explaining Institutional Change
Surveying the “accomplishments of institutional theory,” DiMaggio (1988:12) concluded that they were largely limited to “the diffusion and reproduction of successfully institutionalized organizational forms and practices,” adding little to the understanding of the origins, processes, and undoing of institutionalization. As we have
documented, the intervening decades have seen important developments in the analysis of the diffusion of institutionalized practices and structures. At the same time,
growing interest in the dynamic aspects of institutions has prompted scholars to
develop alternative research designs suited to these new questions.
Recall the first core claim of institutional theory: context or higher-order entities
influence the actions or character of lower-order entities. By incorporating institutions and independent variables, standard research designs credit institutions with
both temporal and causal priority over lower-order entities. In a fundamental sense,
this privileging of context is incontestable. Just as children are born into a world
of already-socialized adults, similarly organizations are established in societies that
are already institutionalized. Yet, even if the social world is always already institutionalized, any given institution must be constructed, reproduced, and, in time, may
be de-institutionalized (Clemens and Cook 1999). Thus studies of construction and
transformation invert, at least partially, the causal imagery of institutional diffusion.
Whereas studies of diffusion typically examine the effect of a single institution
(e.g., an international convention) on the adoption of practices by multiple entities
(in this case, nation-states), research on the construction of institutions is more likely
to proceed via historical case studies and to address the role of multiple actors in
the construction of a single institution, notably the roles of professionals and organizational entrepreneurs in the creation of interorganizational fields. In his research
on U.S. art museums, DiMaggio makes a general theoretical claim: the “politics of
institutionalization” are “structural because they follow an internal logic of contradiction, such that the success of an institutionalization process creates new sets of
legitimated actors who, in the course of pursuing distinct interests, tend to delegitimate and deinstitutionalize aspects of the institutional forms to which they owe
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their own autonomy” (1988:13, 1991:287). Other studies argue that an institution (to
echo Marx) “produces . . . its own grave-diggers” or, less dramatically, its own patterns of challenge and contention. In addition to producing new actors with new
interests, institutions may also fail to deal with certain problems or generate new
grievances around which contenders may mobilize. Morrill (forthcoming) describes
how “alternative dispute resolution” was established through a process originating in
“interstitial emergence [beginning] with innovation beyond real or perceived failing
conventional practices among heterogeneous players in overlapping organizational
fields.” Clemens (1993) addresses the issue of how institutions generate grievances
through political exclusion. Actors who are aggrieved but not coopted are an important source of pressure for institutional change. Common to each of these analyses is
attention to how the tensions generated by existing institutions contribute not simply
to the probability of change, but to the probability of conflict over particular issues
conducted by particular challengers (see also Scott 1990:90–105).
An analogous economic argument has been developed from the observation that
“one effect of institutions is that the resources needed to conform necessarily become
more scarce once a standard is established.” The more institutionalized the standard, the greater the probability that marginal actors will adopt alternative practices
(Leblebici et al. 1991:337–38). Similarly, Schneiberg (2005) finds tradeoffs or contradictions associated with governance regimes: Institutions designed to solve particular
economic problems can prevent firms or regulators from solving others, while fueling
business strategies that intensify unresolved problems and generate new inefficiencies.
As contradictions accumulate, they provide state officials with material incentives
to protect low-cost challengers, provide opportunities for champions of alternative
models, and foster reform coalitions between insiders and outsiders (see also Scott
et al. 2000). This self-limiting process in which institutions are undermined by rising
prices generated by their own expansion may be aggravated by exogenous shocks that
alter costs (e.g., through increased regulation) or change the perception of problems
to be solved. Barley and Kunda (1992), for example, trace how dominant models
of managerial discourse alternate as shifting economic circumstances undermine the
hegemony of each in turn.
Both variants of this argument imply a distinctive research design. In contrast to
the imagery of exposure and infection that informs studies of institutional diffusion,
this model of institutional change requires tracking the changing cast of competing
actors and recovering the shifting repertoire of alternative models or practices, an
“archaeology of schemas” consistent with what Stinchcombe has described as “the
method of virtual choice” (1978:62–63). This model of institutional change predicts
sequences in which successful institutionalization is preceded and followed by the
emergence of new competitors or alternative models; these models should be initially
championed by actors who are marginalized by a dominant institutional order or
who span multiple fields.
Three critical insights follow from this research. First, change is constituted with
materials provided by existing institutions, driven by processes of transposition, editing and translation, hybridization, and recombination (Campbell 1997; Clemens 1993,
1997; Stark 1996; Sahlin-Andersson 1996; Sabel and Zeitlin 1997; Djelic 1998; Kleinman and Vallas 2001; Schneiberg 2002). Second, margins and overlaps matter. We
need to pay close attention to processes that unfold at the peripheries, interstices,
and overlaps of institutional fields (Stearns and Allen 1996; Owen Smith and Powell 2001; Palmer and Barber 2001; Morrill forthcoming; Edelman forthcoming). In
these social locations, authority structures may be attenuated, roles and boundaries
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are often blurred or ambiguous, and participants are exposed to multiple models
or logics, creating opportunities and resources for actors to experiment with new,
multiple, or hybrid forms. Finally, it is frequently social movements and challengers
that do this work of transposition and recombination at the margins or interstices
of institutional fields. Movements, like institutional entrepreneurs, can serve as both
carriers of new logics and forms, and platforms for theorization and new policy discourse (Clemens 1993; Clemens and Cook 1999; Davis and Thompson 1994; Moore
1996; Rao, Morrill and Zold 2000; Schneiberg 2002; Schneiberg and Soule 2005;
Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003; McAdam and Scott 2005)
Such a deeply contextual approach poses challenges for both empirical generalization and theory testing. One response is longitudinal; repeated cycles of
institutionalization, challenge, and de-institutionalization are mapped with an eye
to the regularities in the location of challengers within a field and to the ways in
which definitions of exchange or relationship at the micro-level prefigure the construction of new interorganizational fields. In their study of the U.S. radio industry,
Leblebici et al. (1991) document three cycles of consolidation, criticism, and reorganization of the industry field between 1920 and 1965, paying particular attention to
the ways in which analogies, private agreements, and conventions were adopted to
solve coordination problems.
A second response, also longitudinal, focuses on the parallel development or coevolution of organizational forms and institutional logics. The most direct implementations of this approach highlight one side of this dynamic interaction. Thus,
Haveman and Rao (1997) explain change in American banking in part by tracing
how Progressivism substituted moral sentiments of bureaucracy and impersonal order for mutuality and enforced saving, evoking a shift from mutual to stock forms
of organization. Similarly, for Scott et al. (2000), changes in health occurred as the
rise of accessibility and managed care as governing logics fostered new regulatory
systems and a host of new forms, including HMOs, PPOs and surgicenters.
Other implementations of a co-evolutionary approach highlight multiple interactions among logics, challengers or change agents, and organizational forms. Dynamic feedbacks figure centrally in Schneiberg’s (2002, 2006) analyses of diversity
and change in American industry: new logics and their champions—agrarians, anticorporate movements, progressive reform groups—promote mutual, cooperative, and
public enterprises in a variety of sectors. These organizations, in turn, become platforms or infrastructures for extending producerist logics and cooperative templates
into other industries. Indeed, studies of change can fruitfully exploit insights developed by heterodox ecologists like Minkoff (1994), whose analyses of cross-form
effects and organizational sequences also address core co-evolutionary processes of
institutional change. Here, social movement organizations created new normative expectation. They raised awareness of discrimination, fostered rights-based discourse,
and otherwise legitimated the evolution of more moderate systems of advocacy and
service organizations, institutionalizing fundamental transformations in the welfare
state.
A final response to the challenge of analyzing change employs comparative case
studies. One variant of this strategy uses comparisons within a case to explore how
multiple project and groups produce change. In her study of how an American political system dominated by partisan elections gave way to an emergent regime of interest
group politics, for example, Clemens (1997) compares multiple political challengers—
organized labor, farmers, and women—across different institutional settings in order
to demonstrate consistency in the set of alternatives discussed by a particular type of
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challenger as well as variations in how those alternatives were incorporated through
new laws or political ideologies. A second approach employs comparisons across
cases to trace how common institutional pressures or shifts are translated or incorporated differently into different contexts, producing divergent patterns of change.
Soysal (1994) builds on the world polity model of diffusion—in this case of new
conceptions of citizenship—but then uses comparisons across European nations to
explore how these new norms interacted with national policies and institutions to
yield distinctive trajectories of incorporation of guest workers and resident aliens.
Barley (1986) shows how context shapes institutional change by comparing the implementation of a single innovation—CT scanning—in two hospitals, tracing how
physicians and technicians develop divergent clusters of scripts and rules to manage the new medical technology. A third related strategy compares cases in order to
document relationships between fields in which the crystallization of models in one
system or field fuel transformations in others. Thus, Djelic (1998) and Guillen (1994)
track how American models of economic organization and management education
were exported to other countries, altering institutional practices there while simultaneously being themselves transformed as they were translated and implemented
in distinctive national contexts (see also Sahlins-Andersson 1996; Czarniawska and
Sevon 1996). Attending to multiple, alternative, or competing discourses, all of these
studies suggest how methods of cultural analysis and qualitative coding can be effectively combined with case study approaches and even quantitative analyses to explain
change (Mohr and Duquenne 1997; Mohr and Guerra-Pearson forthcoming). Moreover, all of these studies elaborate the fundamental contextualism of institutional
analysis, relying on multiple cases and multi-level designs to understand “cross-field”
effects and the “nestedness” of fields within larger fields fuel and condition institutional transformation.
Taken together, these studies suggest that case studies of institutional transformation do not preclude significant advances in both theoretical generalization and
empirical cumulation. These developments have necessarily occurred along multiple
levels (Galaskiewicz 1991:310). At the macro level, the growing number of case studies makes possible a meta-analysis of the relative prevalence of internal contradiction
or competition and exogenous shock as instigators of institutional transformation.
At the micro level, the appropriation of analytic techniques such as network analysis and qualitative coding represents a greatly enriched technology for describing
institutional effects and interorganizational fields. Finally, by incorporating comparisons over time, across groups, and across settings within case studies of institutional
change, these scholars contribute to our understanding of important variations in
the strength and character of institutional processes.
VARIATION AND SELECTION: NEW TOOLS FOR
INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
Studies of institutional change carry a lesson for institutional research. While the
consolidation of canonical research designs contributes to the wider adoption of
this agenda, it can also crowd out the variation and alternatives that are the basic
materials of innovation. Tradeoffs are unavoidable, but the benefits of consolidating a research program are compromised insofar as standard practices cause certain
basic problems to become taken-for-granted and, therefore, largely insulated from
efforts at improvement. In this regard, the central empirical contribution of institutionalist research to date—the consistent, impressive demonstration that context
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matters whether it be world polity or organizational field—has obscured the puzzle
of when and how particular institutional mechanisms operate. The demonstration of
higher-order effects alone cannot be taken as evidence of a particular institutional
mechanism such as cognitive taken-for-grantedness or cultural legitimation.
Fortunately, there is sufficient heterogeneity among research styles to inspire diverse efforts to probe theoretical ambiguities and unpack empirical processes. Research on the world polity and on interorganizational fields has contributed greatly
to strengthening empirical measures of associations across levels of analysis as well
as to demonstrating the consequences of such associations for organizational survival
and strategy. Cultural and historical approaches to institutional arguments, by comparison, have enriched the strategies available for documenting the most distinctive
claims of sociological institutionalism, that both actors and actions are culturally
constituted. Furthermore, by explicitly emphasizing variation and the multiplicity of
alternatives—rather than the dichotomous logic of adoption studies—these qualitative approaches have problematized the assumption that institutionalized fields are
coherent, thereby revealing the materials with which actors may disassemble or reassemble the institutions that provide the context for their lives. Although hammers
are not designed to unlock cages, if the blow is properly placed, they can sometimes
bend bars.
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